The dynamics in three-dimensional (3d) billiards leads, using a Poincaré section, to a fourdimensional map which is challenging to visualize. By means of the recently introduced 3d phasespace slices an intuitive representation of the organization of the mixed phase space with regular and chaotic dynamics is obtained. Of particular interest for applications are constraints to classical transport between different regions of phase space which manifest in the statistics of Poincaré recurrence times. For a 3d paraboloid billiard we observe a slow power-law decay caused by longtrapped trajectories which we analyze in phase space and in frequency space. Consistent with previous results for 4d maps we find that: (i) Trapping takes place close to regular structures outside the Arnold web. (ii) Trapping is not due to a generalized island-around-island hierarchy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Billiard systems are Hamiltonian systems playing an important role in many areas of physics. They are given by the free motion of a point particle moving along straight lines inside some Euclidean domain with specular reflections at the boundary. The dynamics is studied in much detail [1] [2] [3] and ranges from integrable motion, e.g. for billiards in a circle, ellipse or rectangle, to fully chaotic dynamics, e.g. for the Sinai-billiard [4] , the Bunimovich stadium billiard [5] , or the cardioid billiard [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Of particular interest is the generic situation with a mixed phase space in which regular motion and chaotic motion coexist [10] . This occurs for example when the billiard is convex and the boundary is sufficiently smooth, e.g. a slight deformation of the circle such as the family of limaçon billiards [6, 11] . For the class of mushroom billiards a sharply divided mixed phase space is rigorously proven [12] . Billiards also are important model systems in quantum chaos [13, 14] and have applications in optical microcavities for which the classical dynamics allows for understanding and tuning directed laser emission [15, 16] .
Three-dimensional (3d) billiards (see the upper right inset in Fig. 1 for an illustration) have in particular been investigated for establishing fully chaotic dynamics [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , and studying both classical and quantum properties of integrable, mixed and fully chaotic systems, see e.g. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Recent applications are in the context of three-dimensional optical micro-cavities [44] [45] [46] [47] . Threedimensional billiards are also of conceptual interest because for systems with more than two degrees-of-freedom new types of transport are possible, including the famous Arnold diffusion [48] [49] [50] [51] .
To understand the dynamics of billiards with a mixed phase space, for 2d billiards the dynamics in the fourdimensional phase space is conveniently reduced to a 2d area-preserving map using energy conservation and a Poincaré section. This can be easily visualized and used for interactive computer explorations, see e.g. [52] .
In contrast, for 3d billiards the phase space is sixdimensional and, by energy conservation and a Poincaré section, a 4d symplectic map is obtained, which is difficult to visualize. One method is to use the recently introduced 3d phase-space slice representation to visualize the regular structures of 4d symplectic maps [53] , e.g. of two coupled standard maps [54] . By this approach it is possible to obtain a good overview of regular phase space structures and to demonstrate the generalized island-around-island hierarchy [55] and the organi- Poincaré recurrence statistics P (t) in the 3d billiard, defined in Eq. (3), for real flight time (red dashed line) and number of mappings (blue line). The dotted line indicates a power-law decay ∼ t −γ with γ = 1.2. Upper inset: 3d paraboloid billiard shown with part of boundary removed for visual reasons. Inside a sticky trajectory (blue line) is shown which starts and returns to region Λ (yellow ring). Lower inset: trapped orbit (blue dots) and regular phase space structures (gray) in a 3d phase-space slice representation. zation in terms of families of elliptic 1d tori [56] .
Another motivation comes from the important question on possible (partial) barriers limiting the transport between different regions in phase space in higherdimensional systems. A sensitive measure for this is the statistics of Poincaré recurrence times P (t). Fully chaotic systems typically show a fast exponential decay, see e.g. [57] [58] [59] [60] , while for systems with a mixed phase space the decay of P (t) is much slower, usually following a power-law [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] . For recent results on the recurrence time statistics in integrable systems see [79] . Closely related to studying the Poincaré recurrence statistics is the survival probability in open billiards, see e.g. [80] [81] [82] [83] .
For two-dimensional systems the mechanism of the power-law decay of the Poincaré recurrence statistics P (t) is well understood: here 1d regular tori are absolute barriers to the motion and thus separate different regions in phase space. Broken regular tori, so-called cantori, form partial barriers allowing for a limited transport [65, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] . Near a regular island formed by invariant Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) curves, there is a whole hierarchy associated with the boundary circle [93] and islands-around-islands [67] . These hierarchies of partial barriers are the origin of sticky chaotic trajectories in the surrounding of a regular island and lead to a powerlaw behavior of the Poincaré recurrence statistics P (t), see Refs. [66, 68, 69, 75, 78] , and the reviews [91, 92] .
For higher-dimensional systems a power-law decay of the Poincaré recurrence statistics is also commonly observed, see e.g. [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] and Fig. 1 for an illustration. However, an understanding as in the case of twodimensional systems is still lacking. The main reason is that, for example for a 4d map, the regular tori are two-dimensional and therefore cannot separate different regions in the 4d phase space. Thus broken regular 2d tori alone cannot form a partial barrier limiting transport.
In this paper we visualize the dynamics of 3d billiards using the 3d phase-space slice representation and based on this investigate stickiness of chaotic orbits. Using the 3d phase-space slice reveals how the regular region is organized around families of elliptic 1d tori and how uncoupled and coupled resonances govern the regular structures in phase space. These can be related to trajectories in configuration space and the representation of the regular region in frequency space. The Poincaré recurrence statistics shows an overall power-law decay. To investigate this decay, one representative long-trapped orbit is analyzed in detail in the 3d phase-space slice and in frequency space. We confirm the findings of Ref. [102] for a 4d map also in the case of a 3d billiard: (i) Trapping takes place close to regular structures outside the Arnold web. (ii) Trapping is not due to a generalized islandaround-island hierarchy. (iii) The dynamics of sticky orbits is governed by resonance channels which extend far into the chaotic sea. Clear signatures of partial barriers are found in frequency space and phase space. Moreover, we visualize the geometry of stochastic layers in resonance channels explored by sticky orbits. This paper is organized as follows: The first aim is to obtain a visualization of the mixed phase of a generic 3d billiard. For this we briefly introduce in Sec. II A billiard systems, the Poincaré section, and as specific example the 3d paraboloid billiard. In Sec. II B we review and illustrate 3d phase-space slices and compare with trajectories in configuration space. The representation in frequency space is discussed in Sec. II C. The generalized island-around-island hierarchy is discussed in Sec. II D and properties of resonance channels in Sec. II E. Understanding the transport in a higher-dimensional system is the second aim of this paper. For this the Poincaré recurrence statistics is introduced and numerical results for the 3d paraboloid billiard are presented in Sec. III A. The origin of the algebraic decay of the Poincaré recurrence statistics are long-trapped orbits, which we analyze in detail in Sec. III B using different representations in phase space and in frequency space.
II. VISUALIZING THE DYNAMICS OF 3D BILLIARDS A. Billiard dynamics and Poincaré section
A 3d billiard system is given as autonomous Hamiltonian system
which describes the dynamics of a freely moving point particle within a closed domain Ω ⊂ R 3 with specular reflections at the boundary ∂Ω. The boundary ∂Ω = ∪ n i=1 ∂Ω i is assumed to consist of a finite number of piece-wise smooth elements ∂Ω i . Every point q ∈ ∂Ω has a unique inward pointing unit normal vectorn (q), except for intersections of boundary elements.
After the free propagation inside the domain the particle collides at a specific point q ∈ ∂Ω with the boundary. With respect to the normal vectorn (q) the normal projection of the momentum vector changes its sign, while the tangent component remains the same. Therefore the new momentum p after a reflection is given by
where p is the momentum before the reflection. The dynamics of a 3d billiard takes place in a 6d phase space with coordinates (p x , p y , p z , x, y, z). As the Hamiltonian (1) is time-independent, energy is conserved, i.e. H (p, q) is constant so that the dynamics takes place on a 5d sub-manifold of constant energy. As the character of the dynamics does not depend on the value of p , we fix the energy shell by requiring p = 1. A further reduction is obtained by introducing a Poincaré section. This leads to a discrete-time billiard map on a 4d phase space. A good parametrization of the section depends on the considered billiard. Note that for 2d billiards the phase space is four-dimensional and the whole boundary ∂Ω usually provides a good section. Here the section is conveniently parametrized in Birkhoff coordinates [103] by the arc-length along the boundary and the projection of the (unit) momentum vector onto the unit tangent vector in the point of reflection. In these coordinates one obtains a 2d area-preserving map [103] .
As an explicit example we consider the 3d paraboloid billiard whose domain is defined by a downwards opened paraboloid ∂Ω 1 cut by the plane z = 0, leading to an ellipsoid surface as boundary ∂Ω 2 ,
with parameters a = 1.04 and b = 1.12. These parameters are chosen such that the billiard has no rotational symmetry, a = b, and that the central periodic orbit (going along the line x = 0, y = 0) is stable as a, b > 1. The shape of the system is illustrated in the upper inset in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 4 where only one half of the paraboloid ∂Ω 1 is drawn and ∂Ω 2 is shown in green and yellow. Note that for a = b the z component of the angular momentum is conserved. Numerically this billiard allows for a particularly convenient implementation as reflection points can be computed by solving a quadratic equation [104] . As Poincaré section we choose the plane z = 0, so that an initial condition is uniquely specified by its location (x, y) within the ellipse ∂Ω 2 and the momentum components (p x , p y ) since the third component follows from momentum conservation p = 1. This reduces the 3D billiard flow with 6d phase space to a symplectic Poincaré map (p x , p y , x, y) → p x , p y , x , y on a 4d phase space,
with invariant measure dµ = 1 |∂Ω2|π dp x dp y dxdy. Note that the trajectory can be reflected several times at the curved boundary ∂Ω 1 before returning to ∂Ω 2 . There are two different time measures, namely the number t of applications of the Poincaré map and the real flight time τ , which is the sum of the geometric lengths between consecutive reflections at the billiard boundary ∂Ω.
Let us first discuss two special cases for the dynamics of the 3d paraboloid billiard. Corresponding to the motion in the x-z and the y-z plane there are two embedded 2d billiards with boundary given by a straight line and parabola with parameters a and b, respectively. The central periodic orbit has perpendicular reflections at the boundaries and geometric length 2. As a, b > 1, the radius of curvature is larger than 1 and thus larger than half of the length of the periodic orbit so that in both cases the central periodic orbit is stable. The phase space of the corresponding billiard maps in (x, p x ) and (y, p y ), respectively, is shown in Fig. 2 .
For the billiard map the stable periodic orbit corresponds to an elliptic fixed point at the center u 2d fp = (q i , p i ) = (0, 0), indicated as black dot in Fig. 2(a,b) . As follows from KAM theory [51, 105, 106] these elliptic points are surrounded by invariant regular tori, shown as red rings. Between these KAM tori of sufficiently irrational rotation frequency one has nonlinear r : s resonance chains, as implied by the Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem [107, 108] , leading to small embedded sub-islands. Note that we choose the numbers r and s such that r is the number of sub-islands of a resonance. The phase space of the billiard map in (x, p x ), see Fig. 2 resonance is visible. Note that the 6 : 2 resonance chain consists of two symmetry-related 3 : 1 resonance chains which only differ in the sign of the initial momentum p x . For the billiard system in (y, p y ), see Fig. 2(b) , there is a 3 : 1 resonance near the fixed point and further outside a 10 : 3 and a 14 : 4 resonance. For both 2d billiards, the central regular island is embedded in a chaotic sea with irregular motion (blue dots in Fig. 2 ). The central island is enclosed by a last invariant torus called boundary circle [93] .
Note that for both 2d billiards continuous families of marginally unstable periodic orbits exist in the chaotic part of phase space at p i = 0 [109] [110] [111] [112] . Such families are not of relevance for our study, as they are part of the recurrence region Λ for the Poincaré recurrence statistics discussed in Sec. III.
Considering the dynamics of the 3d billiard, beyond the 2d invariant planes, we have to investigate the full 4d phase space. The central invariant object is the ellipticelliptic fixed point u fp = (p x , p y , x, y) = (0, 0, 0, 0) resulting from a direct product of the fixed points u 2d fp of the two 2d billiards. In the neighborhood of this ellipticelliptic fixed point there is a high density of regular 2d tori [113] . The regular 2d tori form a whole "regular region", similar to the regular islands in the 2d billiards. However, note that this regular region is not a connected region but just a collection of regular tori, permeated by chaotic trajectories on arbitrarily fine scales, see Sec. II E for a more detailed discussion.
B. 3D phase space slice
Since a direct visualization of the 4d phase space of the Poincaré section of the three-dimensional billiard is not possible, we use a 3d phase-space slice [53] which is defined using a 3d hyperplane in the 4d phase space. Specifically we choose in the following
with ε = 10 −4 . Whenever a point (p x , p y , x, y) of an orbit lies within Γ ε , the remaining coordinates (p x , x, y) are displayed in a 3d plot. Objects of the 4d phase space usually appear in the 3d phase-space slice with a dimension reduced by one. Thus, a typical 2d torus leads to a pair (or more) of 1d lines. The (numerical) parameter ε defines the resolution of the resulting 3d phase-space slice. For smaller ε longer trajectories have to be computed to obtain the same number of points in Γ ε . For further illustrations and discussions of the 3d phase-space slice representation see Refs. [53, 55, 56, 114] . Fig. 3 shows a 3d phase-space slice representation for the 3d paraboloid billiard. For this a few representative selected initial conditions on regular tori are iterated until 5000 points fulfill the slice condition (5) . Regular 2d tori appear as two (or more) distinct rings, see the colored x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y and labeled tori a -d in Fig. 3 . Note that the reflection symmetry of the 3d billiard at the x-z plane leads to a symmetry in the 3d phase-space slice with respect to x-p x plane. The reflection symmetry at the y-z plane corresponds to a symmetry in the 3d phase-space slice with respect to the y-p x plane.
All regular tori are embedded in a chaotic sea (not shown), similar to the 2d case in Fig. 2 . Thus, the chaotic sea is a 4d volume in phase space and appears as a 3d volume in the 3d phase-space slice.
The 3d phase-space slice representation resembles in large parts the 2d phase space (x, p x ) of the 2d billiard shown in Fig. 2(a) . This results from the chosen slice condition (5), |p y | ≤ ε. Alternatively one could consider the slice condition |p x | ≤ ε and display the remaining coordinates (x, y, p y ). This would resemble in large parts the 2d phase space (y, p y ) of the 2d billiard shown in Fig. 2(b) .
To obtain a better intuition of the 3d phase-space slice we relate some regular 2d tori of Fig. 3 to the corresponding trajectories in configuration space, see Fig. 4 : a The pair of red rings correspond to a regular 2d torus in the 4d phase space and in configuration space to the trajectory shown in Fig. 4 (a). This trajectory is close to the x-z plane and may be considered as continuation of a trajectory of the 2d billiard dynamics shown in Fig. 2 (a) with additional dynamics in y-direction.
b For the 2d torus shown in Fig. 4 (b) the trajectory is close to the y-z plane and therefore similar to the 2d x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z (a)
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d A type of dynamics only occurring in 3d billiards is the cyan 2d torus shown in Fig. 3 with trajectory displayed in Fig. 4(d) . Here the coupling between both degrees of freedom can be nicely seen in the twisting envelope of the trajectory in configuration space. Note that this 2d torus has a symmetry-related partner obtained by inverting the initial momentum, i.e. in configuration space one obtains the same type of trajectory passed in opposite sense. In the 3d phase-space slice the symmetry related orbit is obtained by reflection at the x-p x plane.
e Moreover, there are also trajectories of the type shown in Fig. 4(e) . This is a periodic orbit with period 35 extending in both degrees of freedom and corresponds to a double resonance (see Sec. II C), which is not possible in a 2d billiard.
The regular 2d tori in the phase space of a 4d map are organized around families of elliptic 1d tori [55, 56] . Most prominently one has the so-called Lyapunov families [115] [116] [117] of elliptic 1d tori which emanate from the central elliptic-elliptic fixed point u fp . For the 3d billiard these two families M is also clearly seen in the 3d phase-space slice in Fig. 3 . Note that in general the Lyapunov families not necessarily coincide with conjugate variables of the system, see e.g. [55] .
C. Frequency space
The frequency space representation is an important complementary approach for understanding higherdimensional dynamical systems. The basic idea is to associate with every regular 2d torus in the 4d phase space its two fundamental frequencies (ν x , ν y ) ∈ [0, 1) 2 and display them in a 2d frequency space. Numerically this is done using a Fourier-transform based frequency analysis [118] [119] [120] [53, 121, 122] . For the considered 3d billiard system no transformations have to be applied to get a consistent association in frequency space.
To decide whether the motion for a given initial condition is regular or chaotic, another orbit segment
.., N + 2N seg − 1 is computed with N = 10 5 giving fundamental frequencies (ν x ,ν y ). As chaos indicator we use the frequency criterion
This should be close to zero for a regular orbit, while for a chaotic orbit the frequencies of the first and second segment will be very different. While N = 0 was used in [53] , using N = 10 5 leads to a more sensitive measure, in particular excluding short-time transients. As threshold δ reg = 10 −9 has been determined based on a histogram of the δ-values, computed for many initial conditions together with a visual inspection of selected orbits in the 3d phase-space slice. This leads to a total of 9.6 × 10 6 regular tori with corresponding frequency pairs shown in Fig. 5 . Based on a visual check using the 3d phase-space slice, initial points for the sampling of the frequency space are chosen within an ellipse (x, y, z = 0) with half-axes r a √ 2, r b √ 2, and radius r = 0.8 (see green region in the inset of Fig. 1 ), and p 2 x + p 2 y ≤ 1. Choosing initial conditions outside of this region leads to chaotic dynamics and thus the frequency criterion (6) is not fulfilled. From the fraction of accepted regular tori the size of the regular region is estimated as 1.4% of the 4d phase space.
Note that even though the frequency criterion (6) is a very sensitive chaos-detector, it uses finite-time information and therefore some of the accepted regular 2d tori are actually chaotic orbits. This is of course common to any tool for chaos detection, see Ref. [123] for a recent overview.
Regular tori and Lyapunov families
The geometry of the frequency space is governed by a few organizing elements: First, the frequencies of the central fixed point u fp can be obtained by a linear stability analysis for each of the two 2d billiards which gives an analytic expression for the frequency of u 2d fp [124] , evaluating to u fp = (ν fp x , ν fp y ) ≈ (0.41143, 0.35130). This point corresponds to the rightmost tip in the frequency plane in Fig. 5 .
Second, the two sharp edges (red and [55] or using a Fourier expansion method [117, 125] 
coincide with the dynamics of the 2d billiards shown in Fig. 2 .
These lower-dimensional dynamical objects provide the skeleton of the regular dynamics, both in frequency space and in phase space, around which the regular motion on 2d tori is organized. In the vicinity of the fixed point u fp the frequency pairs of regular 2d tori have a high density and quite densely fill the region between the Lyapunov families, also see upper inset in Fig. 5 . With increasing distance from the fixed point, e.g. below ν x ≈ 0.35, regular 2d tori only persist close to the families of 1d tori, see the lower inset in Fig. 5 . Another important observation are the numerous gaps, i.e. regions not covered by regular tori, which are arranged around straight lines. The origin of these will be discussed in the following section.
Resonance lines
The frequency space is covered by resonance lines, on which the frequencies fulfill the resonance condition
for m x , m y , n ∈ Z without a common divisor and at least m x or m y different from zero. In the following a resonance condition is denoted as m x : m y : n and the order of a resonance is given by |m x | + |m y |. The resonance lines form a dense resonance web in frequency space. Some selected resonance lines are shown in Fig. 5 . For a given frequency pair (ν x , ν y ) the number of independent resonance conditions, the so-called rank, determines the type of motion occurring in 4d maps [126, 127] (also see [55] for an illustration):
• If the frequency pair fulfills no resonance condition, it is of rank-0 and the motion on the corresponding 2d torus is quasi-periodic, filling it densely. Such frequencies for example correspond to KAM tori of sufficiently incommensurate frequencies. Examples are the red ( a ) and blue ( b ) marked points which correspond to the tori in 3d phase-space slice shown in Fig. 3 and the trajectories in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) .
• If only one resonance condition is fullfilled (rank-1 case), the resonance is either (a) uncoupled, i.e. m x : 0 : n or 0 : m y : n, or (b) coupled, i.e. m x : m y : n with both m x and m y non-zero. The motion is quasi-periodic on a 1d invariant set which either consists of one component in the case of coupled resonances, or of m x (or m y ) dynamically connected components in the case of uncoupled resonances. Note that in this rank-1 case one has (at least) one pair of elliptic and hyperbolic 1d tori [56] .
An example of an uncoupled resonance is the orange marked frequency pair (ν x , ν y ) = (0.3333, 0.2989) located on the 3 : 0 : 1 resonance line, corresponding to the orange torus of Fig. 3 and the trajectory in Fig. 4(c) .
An example of a coupled resonance is the cyan frequency pair (ν x , ν y ) = (0.3450, 0.3099) located on the 2 : 1 : 1 resonance line, corresponding to the cyan colored torus in Fig. 3 and the trajectory in Fig. 4(d) .
The difference between uncoupled and coupled resonances can also be seen by 3d projections encoding the value of the projected coordinate by color scale [128, 129] , see e.g. Fig. 5 in [55] for a detailed illustration.
• If two independent resonance conditions are fulfilled (rank-2 case) one has a double resonance. The frequency pair lies at the intersection of two resonance lines and leads to (at least) four periodic orbits with different possibilities for their stability.
As an example, we consider the frequency pair (ν x , ν y ) = ( n1 /m1, n2 /m2) = ( 11 /35, 2 /7) in Fig. 5 which is the intersection of the 5 : 5 : 3 and 5 : −2 : 1 resonance line. The period is given by lcm(m 1 , m 2 ) = 35. The corresponding ellipticelliptic trajectory is shown in configuration space in Fig. 4 (e).
Resonances also lead to gaps within the areas covered by regular 2d tori, see e.g. the white regions in Fig. 5 . Of particular strong influence are resonances of low order as they typically lead to the largest gaps. When resonance lines intersect the families of 1d tori, this also leads to gaps within these families. So strictly speaking, they form one-parameter Cantor families of 1d tori [115, 130] . If either |m x | ≤ 2 (for M fp x ) or |m y | ≤ 2 (for M fp y ) this leads to gaps or strong bends in the corresponding families of 1d tori [56] . For example, due to the 3 : 0 : 1 resonance there is a large gap in M fp x and due to the 0 : 10 : 3 resonance a smaller one in M fp y . Note that in the case of the considered 3d paraboloid billiard the frequencies of the families of 1d tori cross near these gaps, see Fig. 5 .
D. Hierarchy
For systems with two degrees of freedom the phase space shows a hierarchy of islands-around-islands on ever finer scale which are organized around elliptic periodic orbits [67] . In higher-dimensional systems the organization of phase space is based on higher-dimensional elliptic objects. For example for a 4d map, families of elliptic 1d tori form the skeleton of surrounding regular 2d tori, as discussed above. Thus the generalization of the islandaround-island hierarchy can be fully described in terms of the families of elliptic 1d tori [55] : There are two possible origins of such families which either (α) emanate from an elliptic-elliptic periodic point or (β) result from a family of broken 2d tori fulfilling a rank-1 resonance condition. For the first case one further distinguishes: (α1) the fixed point is either the central elliptic-elliptic fixed point u fp or it corresponds to an elliptic-elliptic periodic point resulting from a broken 2d torus which fulfills a rank-2 resonance. (α2) The families of 1d tori emerge from an elliptic-elliptic periodic point resulting from a broken elliptic 1d torus when its longitudinal frequency ν L = n m fulfills an rank-1 resonance. This corresponds to an intersection of a resonance line with a one-parameter family of elliptic 1d tori.
As this hierarchy of elliptic 1d tori is reflected in the surrounding 2d tori, Figs. 3-5 provide an illustration of the hierarchy:
• (α1): a and b are examples for orbits close to M fp x and M fp y , respectively, which emanate from the central elliptic-elliptic fixed point u fp . An example of a double resonance is the elliptic-elliptic periodic point shown in e . From this periodic orbit also two Lyapunov families of elliptic 1d tori emerge.
• (α2): c is an example in the surrounding of the period-3 island, where one elliptic 1d torus of M fp x with longitudinal frequency ν L = 1 3 fulfills the 3 : 0 : 1 resonance (rank-1), which gives rise to a period-3 periodic orbit with attached Lyapunov families.
• (β): An example of a two-parameter family of 2d tori fulfilling a rank-1 resonance condition is the 2 : 1 : 1 resonance, for which d shows one surrounding 2d torus.
Analyzing the dynamics of this hierarchy in frequency space requires an adjusted frequency analysis as the frequencies collapse to either (α) a point or (β) a resonance line [55] .
E. Resonance channels and Arnold diffusion
Points on a resonance line correspond in phase space either to elliptic 1d tori or the surrounding 2d tori. Thus the one-parameter family of elliptic 1d tori forms the "skeleton" of the so-called resonance channel. The regular part of the resonance channel consists of the elliptic 1d tori and their surrounding 2d tori. The chaotic part of the resonance channel consists of the corresponding hyperbolic 1d tori and the chaotic motion in the stochastic layer, which is associated with the homoclinic tangle of the stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic 1d tori. For a detailed discussion of the geometry of resonance channels in phase space and the relation to bifurcations of families of elliptic 1d tori see [56] .
In these stochastic layers chaotic transport along the resonance channels is possible, which is commonly referred to as Arnold diffusion [48] [49] [50] [51] . As resonance lines cover the whole frequency space densely, all stochastic regions of phase space are connected. Their network within the region of regular tori is referred to as Arnold web.
Perturbing an integrable system, Nekhoroshev theory shows that in the near-integrable regime the speed of Arnold diffusion is exponentially small [131, 132] , which makes its numerical detection very difficult. This regime is called Nekhoroshev regime. For stronger perturbations regular tori become sparse and neighboring stochastic layers begin to overlap with much faster transport, in particular across channels. This regime is called Chirikov regime [133, 134] .
The considered 3d paraboloid billard does not qualify as near-integrable. Still the dynamics within a given resonance channel shows both the behavior of the Nekhoroshev and the Chirikov regime depending on the location along the channel, see e.g. lower inset of Fig. 5 : Near the intersection of the resonance line with M fp x or M fp y , the stochastic layer is embedded in surrounding regular 2d tori and the chaotic dynamics along the channel should be governed by the slow Arnold diffusion, i.e. this part of the resonance channel belongs to the Nekhoroshev regime. Further along the channel the neighboring regular tori become more sparse and one gets into the Chirikov regime in which the stochastic layers of neighboring resonances overlap. Thus transport across resonance channels becomes possible and is more likely further along the channel. In addition other crossing resonance channels may also be explored by a trajectory started within a stochastic layer.
With this general background in mind it is also possible to represent chaotic trajectories in frequency space and interpret the results: Of course, for chaotic trajectories in a stochastic layer no frequencies exist in the infinite time limit, however it is possible to associate "finite-time" frequencies. For example chaotic trajectories approaching a regular torus also acquire similar frequencies. And for trajectories in a stochastic layer their finite-time frequencies will cover a small region in the surrounding of the corresponding resonance line in frequency space. This will be illustrated and discussed in detail in Sec. III B.
III. STICKINESS AND POWER-LAW TRAPPING A. Poincaré recurrence statistics
In systems with a mixed phase space the transport between different regions can be strongly slowed down by so-called stickiness of chaotic trajectories taking place in the surrounding of regular regions. A convenient approach to characterize stickiness is based on the Poincaré recurrence theorem. It states that for a measure-preserving map with invariant probability measure µ almost all orbits started in a region Λ of phase space will return to that region at some later time [135] . Based on the recurrence times t rec (x) of orbits with initial conditions x ∈ Λ, one obtains the recurrence time distribution
The average recurrence time follows from Kac's lemma [136] [137] [138] as
where M acc is the accessible region for orbits starting in region Λ. Instead of considering the distribution of recurrence times, it is numerically more convenient to use the Poincaré recurrence statistics, which is the complementary cumulative Poincaré recurrence time distribution,
i.e. the distribution of the recurrence times larger than t. Initially one has P (0) = 1 and by definition P (t) is monotonically decreasing. Numerically, the Poincaré recurrence statistics is determined by
where N (0) is the number of trajectories initially started in Λ and N (t) is the number of trajectories which have not yet returned to Λ until time t.
The nature of the decay of P (t) depends on the dynamical properties of the systems. Fully chaotic systems show an exponential decay [57] [58] [59] [60] whereas generic systems with a mixed phase space typically exhibit a powerlaw decay [61-66, 68-78, 87, 139, 140] . Note that considering the Poincaré recurrence statistics with respect to Λ can also be seen as an escape experiment from an open billiard so that the decay of P (t) agrees with the decay of the survival probability with trajectories injected in the opening Λ [80] .
To numerically study the Poincaré recurrence statistics the region Λ in phase space should fulfill two prerequisites in order to obtain good statistics: First Λ should be placed in the chaotic sea far away from the regular region to ensure that trajectories are started outside of the expected sticky region. Second, the volume of Λ should be chosen sufficiently large to ensure that non-trapped orbits return quickly enough to avoid unnecessary computations. For the 4d Poincaré map of the 3d billiard we chose
(x, y) ∈ ∂Ω 2 , and p
A point (p x , p y , x, y) ∈ Λ defines the initial condition (p x , p y , p z , x, y, z) with z = 0 and p z > 0 via ||p|| = 1. In configuration space the region Λ corresponds to an elliptical ring in the z = 0 plane, defining the opening in ∂Ω 2 , marked in yellow in the inset of Fig. 1 . This allows for starting trajectories into the billiard under all different angles. After visual inspection of the regular structures with the help of the 3d phase-space slice we choose r = 0.8 for Λ, which covers 36% of the 4d phase space of the Poincaré map. For the determination of the Poincaré recurrence statistics N (0) = 10 13 random initial conditions are chosen uniformly in Λ. For each of them the real flight time and the number of iterations of the Poincaré map are determined until the trajectory returns to Λ.
In Fig. 1 the Poincaré recurrence statistics for real flight times and the number of mappings is shown. Initially one has approximately an exponential decay for small times up to t 200. This corresponds to chaotic trajectories which are not trapped near any of the regular structures and thus return to Λ very quickly. For larger times P (t) exhibits an overall power-law decay P (t) ∼ t −γ with exponent γ ≈ 1.2. The only exception of the straight power-law is a small step for t ∈ [10 6 , 10 7 ] which could be a manifestation of some more restrictive partial barriers. Note that one could also consider other geometries of the opening which only affects the initial exponential decay but not the exponent of the power-law decay [141] . The Poincaré recurrence statistics of the number of mappings t and real flight time τ are shifted by approximately a factor of ∼ 1.94 which is close to the geometric length τ = 2 of the stable periodic orbit in the center of the billiard.
An interesting application of Kac's lemma is to estimate the size µ(M reg ) of the regular region M reg , as it was done in [138] for the 2d Hénon map. Using the average recurrence time t rec one gets from (9)
With t rec = 2.696 and µ(Λ) = 0.36 we obtain µ(M reg ) = 0.029 which gives an estimate of 2.9% for the size of the regular region in the 4d phase space. This is approximately twice as large as the regular fraction determined using the frequency criterion, see Sec. II C. Note that using Eq. (12) is expected to provide an upper bound to the size of the regular region, as orbits started in Λ explore the chaotic region and thus approach the regular region from the outside. Moreover, there might be chaotic regions which are not accessed at all on the considered time-scales, while initial points in such regions could already be detected as chaotic by the frequency criterion (6) . Moreover, the threshold δ reg for the frequency criterion has been chosen quite small and relaxing this to δ reg = 10 −7 gives comparable results for the size of the regular region.
The overall slow decay in the Poincaré recurrence statistics is due to orbits with large recurrence times t rec . Therefore we want to analyze such long-trapped orbits within the phase space and frequency space introduced in Sec. II B and Sec. II C.
B. Long-trapped orbits
To obtain a better understanding of the origin of the observed power-law decay of the Poincaré recurrence statistics we consider one representative example of a long-trapped chaotic orbit in the following. Analyzing this long-trapped orbit both in the 3d phase-space slice and in frequency space allows to draw the following conclusions: Trapping takes place (i) at the "surface" of the regular region (outside the Arnold web) and is (ii) not due to a generalized island-around-island hierarchy, as discussed in Sec. II D. We find that the dynamics of longtrapped orbits is (iii) governed by numerous resonance channels which extend far into the chaotic sea. The results suggest to decompose the dynamics in the sticky region into (iii.a) transport across resonance channels and (iii.b) transport along resonance channels. For the transport across resonance we find clear signatures of partial barriers. All these points support the results obtained in Ref. [102] for the case of the 4d coupled standard map. In particular we obtain a very clear example of the geometry of the trapped orbit in the 3d phase-space slice and its signature in frequency space. Note that we only show one representative orbit here, while the essential features are observed for all of the about 100 orbits we analyzed.
To arrive at these conclusions we make use of two timeresolved representations of the long-trapped orbit. In the 3d phase-space slice points of the long-trapped orbit are colored according to time (from blue at t = 0, starting x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x y y y y y y y y y y in Λ, to orange at t = t rec , returning to Λ, see colorbar in Fig. 6) . It is also possible to analyze trapped orbits in frequency space [102, 118, 119, 142, 143] . Although for chaotic orbits no fundamental frequencies exist, a numerical assignment of frequencies is still possible because for short time intervals the dynamics of nearby regular tori is resembled. For this a sticky chaotic orbit is divided into segments of length N seg = 4096. For each segment the frequency analysis, see Sec. II C, is performed. This leads to a sequence of consecutive frequencies (ν x (t i ), ν y (t i )) with t i = iN seg , i ∈ N, which can be displayed either in frequency space with time encoded in color or as frequency-time signals, see Fig. 8 . Exemplarily, we consider one long-trapped chaotic orbit with large recurrence time t rec 1.6 × 10 9 in the 3d phase-space slice, see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , and in frequency space, see Fig. 8 ; another example is discussed in App. B, Fig. 11 . Note that these trapped orbits are shown in a 3d phasespace slice with slice parameter ε = 10 −3 , see Eq. (5), to obtain a higher density of points. which means that the long-trapped orbit covers different regions of phase space for specific time intervals. Furthermore it is close to regular phase-space structures (gray). More precisely, the orbit is located close to the "surface" of the regular region, which is composed of the regular 2d tori shown as grey rings in the 3d phase-space slice. This is even better seen in a magnified (and rotated) sideways view of the box indicated in the upper left part in Fig. 6 . This magnification is shown in Fig. 7 , where the surface of the regular region is indicated by the regular 2d tori (black lines) at the left side. Going towards the regular region corresponds to decreasing x and p x . The long-trapped orbit arrives from the chaotic see, i.e. from the right in the figure, and approaches the regular region while filling several bands before it returns to the initial region Λ. An animation of the time-evolution of the longtrapped orbit is provided in the Supplemental Material at http://www.comp-phys.tu-dresden.de/supp/. Further conclusions which can be drawn from this magnification will be discussed below.
In frequency space it can also be seen that the longtrapped orbit is located close to the surface of the regular region: Here the segment-wise determined frequencies of the orbit extend over a large region, see Fig. 8(a) , which shows a magnification of the frequency space in Fig. 5 with the frequencies of the trapped orbit colored according to time. Moreover, 9 × 10 6 additional frequency pairs of regular 2d tori are shown (grey dots). The long-trapped orbit spreads approximately parallel to the Lyapunov family M fp x , staying above the associated regular tori. Fig. 8(d) shows a magnification of the region indicated in Fig. 8(a) , where the ordinateν y is the distance to the lower side of the parallelogram, ν y = ν y + k · ν x + ν s with k = −0.99 and ν s = 0.02925. Recall that the lower edge (red), which corresponds to the family of 1d tori M fp x , can be considered as inner part of the regular region. Thus decreasingν y moves towards the surface of the regular region. Moreover, increasing ν x moves towards the central elliptic-elliptic fixed point. As the sticky orbit stays well outside of any regions with many 2d tori, it is effectively trapped at the surface of the regular region.
In particular this means that it does not enter the Arnold web of resonance lines which are embedded within regular tori.
(ii) Trapping is not due to a hierarchy
Trapping is also not due to the generalized islandaround-island hierarchy, summarized in Sec. II D. This can be concluded from the 3d phase-space slice representation. Trapping deep in a hierarchy would imply successive scaling on finer and finer phase-space structures as known from 2d maps [68] . However, the long-trapped orbit spreads over the surface of the regular region and no signatures of a hierarchy are visible. This is also supported by the frequency-time signals ν x (t) and ν y (t) shown in Fig. 8(b, c) . For trapping in the generalized hierarchy the frequencies either collapse on a frequency pair (α 1 ) or on a resonance line (α 2 , β) [55] . Neither of these is observed for the considered example. Note that for the second example of a long-trapped orbit discussed in App. B, the frequency-time signals shown in Fig. 11(b, c) collapse on the 3 : 0 : 1 resonance for some longer time interval. Still the trapping is not dominated by a hierarchy.
(iii) Resonance channels
The frequency-time signals shown in Fig. 8(b, c) do not collapse on a specific frequency or resonance line but mainly fluctuate within specific frequency ranges over longer time intervals. These frequency ranges are confined around certain resonance lines, as shown in Fig. 8(a These resonance lines correspond to regular dynamics, as discussed in Sec. II E. Some selected examples of corresponding regular 2d tori are displayed as stacks of black rings in the 3d phase-space slice representation in Fig. 7 . For the long-trapped orbit the bands of similarly colored points in the 3d phase-space slice are arranged around these regular parts of the resonance channels. This suggests that the long-trapped orbit is confined to the stochastic layer of the resonance channels.
Both representations and in particular the transformation to local coordinates (ν x ,ν y ) as shown in Fig. 8(d) , together with the animation of the long-trapped orbit in Fig. 7 , suggest a decomposition of the chaotic dynamics in transport (iii.a) across and (iii.b) along resonance channels:
(iii.a) In the 3d phase-space slice of Fig. 7 the distinct colored bands indicate that the sticky orbit stays for extended time intervals within the stochastic layer of a given resonance channel, e.g. 14 : 2 : 5 or 22 : 0 : 7, and then quickly jumps to a different resonance channel. This happens mainly within the x-p x plane, i.e. for approximately constant y. These transitions across different resonance channels are also clearly seen in frequency space in Fig. 8(b, c) .
(iii.b) Transport along resonance channels is best seen for the 24 : −2 : 7 resonance, see the green colored band in Fig. 7 , which extends in y-direction. In frequency space this corresponds to the magnification shown in Fig. 8(d) . We now discuss both types of transport in more detail.
(iii.a) Across resonance channels
In Fig. 8(a) and in particular in the frequency-time signals ν x (t) and ν y (t) the importance of four resonance lines namely 15 : 1 : 5, 24 : −2 : 7, 14 : 2 : 5 and 22 : 0 : 7 are clearly visible. These resonance lines, together with the surrounding stochastic layers, form the resonance channels which define frequency intervals that are covered in a random looking manner. Furthermore fast transitions to other frequency intervals are observed. The long-trapped orbit is initially, up to t ≈ 10 8 , mainly in an interval around the 15 : 1 : 5 resonance and then up to t ≈ 2.5 × 10 8 around the 22 : 0 : 7 resonance, followed by a longer time window up to t ≈ 5 × 10 8 around the 14 : 2 : 5 resonance. Subsequent frequency intervals are around the 24 : −2 : 7, 14 : 2 : 5, and 22 : 0 : 7 resonance, sometimes with short excursions to the other intervals. The closest approach to the regular region corresponds to the rightmost tip in Fig. 8(a) , i.e. largest values of ν x and ν y in Fig. 8(b, c) . For short time intervals (cyan and green) the small stochastic layer around the 26 : −1 : 8 resonance is accessed. Going further to the right is effectively blocked by a region containing many regular 2d tori as indicated in the inset of Fig. 8(a) . Even though this region is threaded by resonance lines on arbitrarily fine scales, the effective transport along these lines is expected to be very slow. This is also suggested by the geometry in the 3d phase-space slice, see Fig. 7 , where this collection of regular tori constitutes an effective surface.
It is important to emphasize that each stochastic layer actually consists of a whole collection of resonances. For example, the stochastic layer around the 22 : 0 : 7 resonance corresponds to the whole interval with 0.3173 ν x 0.3186, see Fig. 8(c) . This covers many resonance lines, see the points arranged on lines in Fig. 8 (a) which correspond to higher order resonances. Still, the 22 : 0 : 7 resonance is the most dominant one in this interval as the density of the frequency points ν x (t) is largest in its surrounding. The sudden transitions between different frequency intervals are manifestations of partial barriers. For comparison this is illustrated in Appendix A for the 2d billiard shown in Fig. 2(a) . There, a sticky orbit approaches the boundary circle in the so-called level hierarchy. In such a two-dimensional case partial barriers are well established as cantorus barriers (broken KAM curves) or broken separatrices formed by stable and unstable manifolds [92] . However, these partial barriers do not generalize to systems with more than two degrees of freedom. Thus by using the frequency analysis it is possible to detect partial barriers without constructing them explicitly, in particular even if their dynamical origin is not known.
These results show that long-trapped orbits explore the chaotic part of resonance channels and jump (iii.a) across resonances, i.e. trapping takes place in the Chirikov regime of overlapping resonances. We find both in frequency space and in phase space clear signatures of some kind of partial transport barriers. At present their dynamical origin is not known. Besides the transport across resonance channels also transport along resonance channels is present. This is best visible for the considered long-trapped orbit around the 24 : −2 : 7 resonance, as shown in the magnification in Fig. 8(d) . Around the resonance line there is a characteristic triangular-shaped region which is void of any regular 2d tori [56] . The extent is smallest near the Lyapunov family M fp x and widens for increasingν y . As discussed in Sec. II E this corresponds to going from the Nekhoroshev regime, where the channel is surrounded by many regular tori and transport is governed by very slow Arnold diffusion, towards the Chirikov regime of overlapping resonances for which the regular tori are sparse or not present. Thus the distance to M fp x along the resonance channel takes the role of the perturbation strength in the setting of perturbed integrable dynamics. While individual 2d tori in a 4d map cannot confine chaotic motion, a two-parameter family of them (with small gaps due to higher-order resonances) effectively confines the chaotic motion around the resonance within the triangular region in frequency space.
During the time interval [7.5×10 8 , 1.1×10 9 ] the orbit is located in the stochastic layer around the 24 : −2 : 7 resonance, i.e. ν x ∈ [0.315, 0.3155]. In the adapted coordinatẽ ν y one can see that it initially decreases, i.e. the sticky or-bit moves along the channel towards the Lyapunov family M fp x , see Fig. 8(d) . This approach is followed by a longer time-interval with fluctuations around some constantν y before the orbit moves along the channel away from the Lyapunov family M fp x . The involved time-scales show that the motion along the resonance channel is typically much slower than the motion within the stochastic layer, i.e. see spreading in ν x -direction or animation of Fig. 7 .
The numerical results indicate that the transition rates for going across resonance channels depend on the position along a resonance channel, see Fig. 8(d) . In the considered time interval the adapted frequencyν y of the long-trapped orbit first decreases, interpreted as approaching the Nekhoroshev regime in which transitions across resonance channels become unlikely. Subsequently the orbit moves along the channel away from M fp x into the Chirikov regime allowing for transitions across resonance channels. Note that in Ref. [102] it is suggested that transport along channels can be modeled by a stochastic process with effective drift which gives one possible mechanism of power-law trapping.
Since the Arnold web of connected resonance channels is not explored on the considered time scales, Arnold diffusion is not the origin of the long-trapped orbits.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we visualize the mixed phase space of a 3d billiard and analyze restricted classical transport, manifested by a slow decay of the Poincaré recurrence statistics, due to long-trapped orbits. To understand the dynamics of a 3d billiard its 6d phase space is reduced by energy conservation and a Poincaré section to a 4d symplectic map. This 4d map with mixed phase space is visualized using a 3d phase-space slice which reduces the dimension of orbits and invariant objects such that they can be displayed in a 3d plot. This provides a good overview of the regular region and its organization. A complementary representation is the 2d frequency space in which both regular tori and sticky trajectories can be represented and related to resonances. Moreover, the frequency computation provides a chaos indicator to distinguish between regular and chaotic dynamics. The orbits in the 3d phase-space slice and in frequency space can be related to trajectories in configuration space of the 3d billiard which provides an instructive representation of objects in higher-dimensional systems.
The second focus of the paper is to study transport properties. A slow power-law decay of the Poincaré recurrence statistics indicates the presence of sticky orbits. This is of particular interest as the mechanism of stickiness for higher-dimensional systems is still not understood, in contrast to trapping in systems with two degrees of freedom. By analyzing long-trapped orbits in the 3d phase-space slice and in frequency space we find that trapping takes place (i) at the "surface" of the regular region (outside the Arnold web) and is (ii) not due to a generalized island-around-island hierarchy. We find that the dynamics of long-trapped orbits is (iii) governed by numerous resonance channels which extend far into the chaotic sea. The sticky orbits stay for long times within a stochastic layer of a resonance channel, with fast transitions to other channels. These are clear signatures, that between the stochastic layers there are some restrictive partial barriers, whose dynamical origin is not yet clear. For the 3d billiards the results in the 3d phase-space slice, see Fig. 7 in particular, suggest the existence of an effective (local) boundary surface formed by regular 2d tori which is approached by the sticky chaotic orbits via a sequence of coupled and uncoupled resonances.
An important task for the future is to identify and compute the relevant partial barriers. Based on this it should be possible to define the different states and ultimately explain the origin of power-law trapping in higherdimensional systems. Another interesting application of the visualization of the phase space of a 3d billiard are 3d optical microcavities where understanding the mixed phase space may guide how to tune their emission patterns.
In 2d billiards, and more generally in autonomous Hamiltonian systems with two degrees-of-freedom, the origin for power-law trapping are partial transport barriers [91, 92] . We now illustrate how signatures of these partial barriers can be detected in the frequency-time plots for a 2d billiard. This allows for comparing with the corresponding time-frequency plots of the 3d billiard. As an example we consider the 2d billiard shown in Fig. 2(a) and determine the Poincaré recurrence statistics as in Sec. III A. The result in Fig. 9 shows an overall powerlaw with exponent γ ≈ 1.5. The slower decay around t ≈ 10 7 is presumably caused by some more restrictive partial barriers. Fig. 10 shows a long-trapped orbit with t rec 1.52 × 10 7 and time encoded by color (blue to orange) in a magnification of phase space and in frequency-time representation ν(t), computed as in section Sec. III B from the complex signal x − ip x for segments of length N seg = 4096. In phase space the long-trapped orbit approaches the boundary circle of the central regular island, depicted in an animation of the time-evolution provided in the Supplemental Material at http://www.comp-phys.tu-dresden.de/supp/. The boundary circle is the last invariant curve and thus dynamically separates the regular region from the surrounding chaotic motion. The boundary circle has an irrational frequency ν BC which can be approximated by the convergents of its continued fraction expansion [93] . For the boundary circle with frequency ν BC ≈ 0.30659, the first approximants are . Each of these fractions corresponds to a resonance chain with elliptic periodic orbits, surrounded by regular motion, and hyperbolic periodic orbits with associated chaotic layer. These chaotic layers correspond to the states in a Markov model description of power-law trapping and separated from each other by partial barriers. These partial barriers are cantori, broken KAM tori, with irrational frequency ν c which themselves can be approximated by periodic orbits corresponding to the convergents of the continued fraction expansion of ν c . The transition rates between the states corresponding to the stochastic layers become smaller and smaller when approaching the boundary circle. A long-trapped orbit is expected to approach the boundary circle via this so-called level hierarchy of such states. Note that the stochastic component of each of these states usually contains several other (non-principal) resonances. Moreover, trapping also takes place in the neighborhood of the resonance islands and their island-around-island hierarchy [67, 68, 74] , which leads to time-intervals with constant frequency.
The different stochastic layers correspond to the regions with different colors in Fig. 10(a) . Signatures of the partial transport barriers can also be clearly seen in the frequency-time plot. Here the signal ν(t) randomly fluctuates within some interval around a principal resonant frequency. Passing through a partial barrier, a different frequency interval around another dominant resonance is accessed. For the example shown in Fig. 10(b) the frequencies of the sticky orbit are initially confined in an interval around ν = n m = 49 160 and then a sudden transition to the stochastic layer around ν = 19 62 occurs. This is one of the convergents of ν BC and is closer to the boundary circle, compare with Fig. 10(a) . The stochastic layer around the next convergent ν = t rec time x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y
